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Abstract— In this contribution we propose a robust H.264
coded wireless video transmission scheme using iteratively de-
coded self-concatenated convolutional coding (SECCC). The
proposed SECCC scheme is composed of constituent recursive
systematic convolutional (RSC) codes and an interleaver is used
to randomise the extrinsic information exchanged between the
constituent RSC codes. Additionally, a puncturer is used to
increase the achievable bandwidth efficiency. At the receiver self-
iterative decoding is invoked between the hypothetical decoder
components. The performance of the system was evaluated using
the H.264/AVC source codec for interactive video telephony.
Furthermore, EXIT charts were utilised in order to analyse the
convergence behaviour of the SECCC scheme advocated. We
demonstrate the efficiency of this approach by showing that the
video quality is significantly improved, when using the binary
SECCC scheme. More explicitly, the proposed system exhibits an
Eb/N0 gain of 6 dB at the PSNR degradation point of 2 dB in
comparison to the identical-rate benchmarker carrying out RSC
coding and puncturing, while communicating over correlated
Rayleigh fading channels.

I. MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

Interactive wireless video telephony constitutes an attractive
service. However, the band-limited nature of communication
networks imposes the constraint of maintaining a low bit-
rate, associated with highly compressed video. Unfortunately,
the employment of standard video coding techniques, such
as variable length coding, make the coded stream sensitive to
channel-induced errors. Therefore, some form of forward error
correction (FEC) must be employed to protect the compressed
video stream. Various error protection schemes utilising both
source and channel coding for video communication using
turbo-style transceivers have been designed in [1]. Further-
more, the secure transmission of H.264 coded video using
iterative joint source-channel decoding (JSCD) is investigated
in [2].

In recent years, intensive research efforts have been in-
vested in the design of concatenated coding schemes, a
philosophy, which was originally proposed by Forney [3].
The turbo principle of parallel concatenated convolutional
codes (PCCCs or turbo codes) employs two or more con-
stituent codes, which exchange extrinsic information in order
to operate near the Shannon limit [4, 5], as detailed in [6].
Since their invention they have found wide acceptance in
bandwidth-limited communication systems. Turbo codes have
also been adopted by numerous international standards, such

as the UMTS/3GPP standard for personal communications [7],
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
standard for digital video broadcasting (DVB) [8] and the
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
standard for deep-space telemetry [9]. The family of serially
concatenated convolutional codes (SCCCs) combined with
interleavers [10] is also capable of achieving a performance
comparable, and in some cases superior to that of classic turbo
codes, especially at very low bit-error rates (BERs). Similarly,
Benedetto et al. [11] and Loeliger [12] proposed another
attractive FEC code family, namely iteratively-decoded self-
concatenated convolutional codes (SECCC-ID).

The extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart concept was
proposed by ten Brink [13] as a tool designed for analysing the
convergence behaviour of iteratively decoded systems. EXIT
charts are capable of predicting the SNR value required for
achieving an infinitesimally low BER. In [14] EXIT charts
were used to design binary self-concatenated convolutional
codes employing iterative decoding for exchanging extrinsic
information between hypothetical decoder components.

New concepts and coding tools have been introduced in
state-of-the-art video coding standards [15]. Various error re-
silient features, such as flexible macro-block ordering (FMO),
data partitioning (DP) and slice structuring of video pictures
were also incorporated in video coding standards such as
H.264/AVC [16]. However, in reality the source codes de-
signed without taking into account the presence of channel
decoding errors tend to have a poor performance. In a high-
compression source codec even a low number of erroneous bits
within an entropy coded sequence typically results in a high
video distortion in the reconstructed sequence. This imposes
stringent bit error ratio (BER) requirements on the channel
coding scheme employed in order to attain an acceptable video
quality at the receiver. Various error resilient schemes have
been proposed in [1] in order to alleviate these problems, but
the price paid is a potential reduction of the achievable com-
pression efficiency and an increased computational complexity.
Instead of the traditional serial concatenation of the classic
Variable Length Codes (VLC) with a channel code, a parallel
concatenated coding scheme was presented in [17], where the
VLCs were combined with a turbo code. An optimised bit rate
allocation scheme using a rate-1 inner channel encoder along
with 3 to 6-bit source mapping was proposed in [18], and
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its performance was evaluated relative to conventional ISCD
using a rate- 1

2 recursive non-systematic convolutional (RNSC)
inner code.

In this system design study we use low complexity near-
capacity iteratively decoded binary self-concatenated codes,
involving only a single encoder and a single decoder for the
transmission of source coded stream. This technique is suitable
for low-complexity video-telephony, which requires a low
transmission power. Furthermore, the practically achievable
interactive video performance trends are quantified when using
state-of-the-art video coding techniques, such as H.264/AVC.
Explicitly, an Eb/N0 gain of 6 dB is attained using SECCC in
comaprison to the identical-rate state-of-the-art benchmarker.

The organisation of the paper is as follows. We present our
proposed system model in Section II. The performance of the
system is characterised with the aid of EXIT chart analysis in
Section III, while the overall performance results are presented
in Section IV. Finally, we offer our conclusions in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The schematic of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1.
We considered a rate-1/2 SECCC scheme as an example to
evaluate its performance benefits relative to those of conven-
tional RSC codes. Additionally, we considered the transmis-
sion of Gray-coded Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK)
modulated symbols over correlated Rayleigh fading channels.
As shown in Figure 1, the video source signal is encoded
using the H.264 video codec. The error resilient feature of
slice structuring of video pictures in the H.264 codec was
employed, which results in the partitioning of each video
frame into multiple slices, each independently coded from
the others. Additionally, we also incorporated data partitioning
(DP), which results in three different sensitivity video coded
streams per video slice, containing different coding elements
and parameters. In our system setup, we organised each type of
stream with multiple occurance in each frame for the different
slices, into a single stream of each type. Subsequently, the
three streams are concatenated, to generate a single stream s1

as shown in Figure 1, before being encoded using the SECCC
encoder considered. The input of the self-concatenated encoder
is interleaved using the bit-interleaver Π1 of Figure 1 to gen-
erate the bit-sequence s2. The employment of the interleaver
Π1 renders the information bits more-or-less uncorrelated.
This is a necessary requirement for the beneficial employment
of iterative decoding and for accurate EXIT chart analysis,
because they require the Log-Likelihood-Ratios (LLRs) of
the information bits to be independent Gaussian distributed.
The resultant bit-sequences s1 and s2 are parallel-to-serial
converted, before they are fed to the RSC encoder. More
specifically, we used a rate R1 = 1/2 RSC encoder having
generator polynomials of G0 = 7, G1 = 5 and a memory of
v = 2. The SECCC encoded bits are interleaved using the
interleaver Π2 of Figure 1, in order to randomise the coded
bits, and are subsequently punctured using the rate R2 = 1/2
puncturer of Figure 1. The employment of puncturing results
in an increased bandwidth efficiency η. Each of the puncturer

blocks of Figure 1 punctures a single bit out of the two
SECCC encoded bits. Hence the overall code rate Rtotal can
be calculated as:

Rtotal =
R1

2 × R2
=

1
2

(
1

2( 1
2 )

)
=

1
2
. (1)

The resultant bits are then mapped to the QPSK symbol
sequence m before transmission over the communication
channel. At the receiver side the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) contaminated signal m′ = hx+n is received, where
h is the channel’s non-dispersive fading coefficient and n is
the AWGN having a variance of N0/2 per dimension. The
resultant signal is then fed into the soft-demapper in order to
generate the conditional probability

P
(
m′ | m(i)

)
=

1
πN0

exp
(
−| m′ − hm(i) |2

N0

)
(2)

of receiving m′, provided that m(i) was transmitted, where
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.

The resultant probability is then passed to the soft-
depuncturer and the resultant values are converted to bit-
based Log-Likelihood Ratios (LLRs). Additionally, the punc-
turer inserts zero LLRs at the punctured bit-positions. The
LLRs are then deinterleaved using the deinterleaver Π−1

2 of
Figure 1 and are fed to the Soft-Input Soft-Output (SISO)
maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) decoder [10]. The
self-concatenated decoder of Figure 1 iteratively exchanges
extrinsic information, represented in the form of LLRs, to
assist the SECC decoder in approaching the point of perfect
convergence, represented as the (1, 1) point in the EXIT-
chart. The variable L(.) is used to represent the respective
bit-LLRs, where the specific type of the LLRs is identified
by the superscript a, p and e, corresponding to a priori,
a posteriori and extrinsic information, respectively. Ob-
serve in Figure 1 that the extrinsic LLR Le(s1) is generated
by subtracting the a priori information La(s1) from the
a posteriori LLR values Lp(s1) at the output of the SECCC
based soft-input soft-output (SISO) MAP decoder, as shown
in Figure 1. The LLRs Le(s1) are interleaved using the
softbit interleaver Π1 and are passed to the MAP decoder
in order to produce the a posteriori LLR values Lp(s2).
Similarly, observe in Figure 1 that the extrinsic LLR values
Le(s2) of the bit sequence s2 are obtained by subtracting the
a priori information LLRs La(s2) input to the MAP decoder
from the generated a posteriori LLRs Lp(s2). Following
deinterleaving, these extrinsic LLRs Le(s2) are fed back to
the MAP decoder as the a priori information La(s2). The
a priori information La(s1) and La(s2) is exploited by the
self-concatenated decoder for the sake of providing improved
extrinsic information in the successive iterations.

III. EXIT CHART ANALYSIS

EXIT charts [13] constitute an effective tool designed for
analysing the convergence behaviour of concatenated systems
based on the exchange of mutual information amongst the
constituent receiver components. They analyse the input/output
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Fig. 1. The Proposed SECCC Aided Iterative System Decoding Model.

TABLE I

SYSTEMS PARAMETERS

System Parameters Value System Parameters Value

Source Coding H.264/AVC No of MB’s/Slice 11
Source Bit-Rate 64Kbps Intra-frame MB 3
Frame Rate 15fps update/frame
No of Slices/frame 9
Inner module Puncturer Over-all Code Rate 1/2
Modulation Scheme QPSK Channel Correlated
Number of 1 Rayleigh
Transmitter Antennas Fading
Number of 1 Normalised
Receiver Antennas Doppler 0.01
Interleaver Length ≈ (128000/15) Frequency

mutual information characteristics of the SISO decoder’s
a priori and extrinsic LLR values with respect to the
corresponding bit-decisions. More explicitly, for the symbol
s having an a priori LLR value of La(s), the mutual
information (MI) is denoted by IA(x), while the MI between
the extrinsic LLR Le(s) and the corresponding symbol x is
denoted by IE(x). The EXIT charts are capable of successfully
predicting the SNR, where the turbo-cliff region of the BER
curve is expected to be for a concatenated code. This is
achieved by identifying the Eb/N0 value, which results in
an open EXIT-chart tunnel between the EXIT curves of the
corresponding constituent components.

The EXIT charts recorded for the binary SECCC scheme
of Table II are shown in Figure 2. The two curves repre-
sents the two hypothetical decoder components of the self-
concatenated scheme. Since they are identical components, we

only computed the EXIT curve of a single component, while
the other is its mirror image with respect to the diagonal line.
The stair-case shaped function corresponds to the Monte-Carlo
simulation based decoding trajectories of the proposed system
at the Eb/N0 values of 3, 4 and 5 dB for video frame indices
6, 2 and 3 of the 45-frame Akiyo video sequence, respectively.
The reason for plotting the EXIT chart together with the
corresponding decoding trajectory is to visualise the transfer
of extrinsic information between the decoder components.

The EXIT chart obtained for the self-concatenated code
employed is similar to that of the parallel concatenated turbo
trellis coded modulation (TTCM) schemes [19], where an open
EXIT tunnel exists if the EXIT curves do not intersect with
the diagonal line connecting the (0, 0) point to the (1, 1) point
of the EXIT chart. According to the EXIT chart properties of
iterative decoding, an infinitesimally low BER may only be
achieved by an iterative receiver, if there is an open EXIT tun-
nel between the EXIT curves of the two constituent decoders,
so that during the process of iterative decoding the outer
decoder results in the highest possible extrinsic information of
IE(outer) = 1 at the input a priori information of Ia = 1.
Therefore, according to Figure 2, the EXIT curve of the
combined SISO module constituted by the SECCC scheme
cannot reach the (1, 1) point of perfect convergence in the
EXIT chart at the Eb/N0 value of 3 dB, since the two curves
intersect and hence they are unable to provide an open EXIT
tunnel. This implies that an infinitesimally low BER cannot
be achieved. However, it may be observed from the decoding
trajectories of Figure 2, that for an Eb/N0 value of 3 dB



or higher the SECCC scheme becomes capable of achieving
the highest possible extrinsic information of IE(outer) = 1
during the iterative decoding process.
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Fig. 2. The EXIT chart and simulated decoding trajectories for the SECCC
scheme associated with R1 = 1/2, R2 = 1/2 and QPSK modulated at
Eb/N0 = 3, 4 and 5 dB, for transmission over correlated Rayleigh fadding
channel.

IV. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section we present our performance results charac-
terising the proposed system. We provided the video source
signal generated by the H.264/AVC as input to our proposed
system model of Figure 1. The performance of this system
was evaluated for the Akiyo video test sequence represented
in (176 × 144)-pixel Quarter Common Intermediate Format
(QCIF) resolution. The test sequence was encoded using the
H.264 codec at 15 frames-per-second (fps), with a target
bitrate of 64 kbps. Various error resilient features of the
H.264 video codec, such as the slice-based structure of the
video frame and data partitioning (DP) were also exploited.
Each frame was partitioned into 11 macro-blocks (MBs) per
slice and there were 9 slices per QCIF frame. Additionally,
intra-frame coded MB update of three randomly distributed
MBs per QCIF frame was also incorporated, which associ-
ated us in avoiding avalanche like error propagation to the
successive frames. Each intra or ’I’ frame was followed by
44 predicted or ’P’ frames, which curtailed error propagation
beyond the 45-frame boundary. Therefore, the video sequence
was refreshed with the aid of an ’I’ frame after every 3-
second interval. Additionally, the motion search was restricted
to only the immediately preceding frame, in order to reduce
the computational complexity of the video decoding process.
For reasons of reduced computational complexity, we also
avoided the insertion of bi-directionally predicted ’B’ pictures,
which would result in unacceptable loss of lip-synchronisation

owing to its processing delay. Similarly, in order to keep the
encoder’s complexity realistic for the real-time videophone
implementation, the error resilient flexible macro-block order-
ing (FMO) [16] was turned off, because it typically results
in modest video performance improvements in low-motion
video sequences, despite its substantial increase in computa-
tional complexity. Additional source codec parameters include
the employment of quarter-pixel-accuracy motion estimation,
intra-frame MB update and the use of Universal Variable
Length Coding (UVLC) type entropy coding. The remaining
system parameters of our experimental setup are listed in
Table I.

The performance of the system was evaluated while con-
sidering It = 10 iterations within the joint SECCC system
module. Additionally, for the sake of increasing the confidence
in our results, we repeated each 45-frame video transmission
experiment 200 times with a specific number of system
iterations and averaged the results generated.

The BER performance of the proposed error protection
schemes is shown in Figure 3. It can be observed from the
Figure 3 that as expected, the SECCC scheme results in the
best BER performance, when compared to the identical-rate
RSC-coded benchmarker scheme.

Furthermore, the PSNR versus Eb/N0 curve of the pro-
posed error protection schemes is portrayed in Figure 4. It may
be observed in Figure 4 that the SECCC scheme employing
R1 = 1/2, R2 = 1/2 and It = 10 iterations results in the best
PSNR performance across the entire Eb/N0 region considered.
Quantitatively, when using the SECCC scheme of Table II, an
Eb/N0 gain of upto 6 dB may be achieved relative to the RSC-
coded benchmarker scheme at the PSNR degradation point of
2 dB, as shown in Figure 4.

Finally, the subjective video quality of the error protection
schemes employed is characterised in Figure 5. In order to
have a pertinent subjective video quality comparison, the video
frames presented in Figure 5 were obtained by averaging the
results after the repeated transmission of both the luminance
and chrominance components of the Akiyo video sequence
30 times. Observe from Figure 5 that an unimpaired video
quality is attained by the SECCC scheme at an Eb/N0 value
of 5dB. However, video impairment persist for the RSC-coded
benchmarker scheme even at the relatively high Eb/N0 values
of 6 dB, 7 dB, and 8 dB, as shown in Figure 5.

TABLE II

CODE RATES FOR DIFFERENT ERROR PROTECTION SCHEMES

Error Protection Scheme
Code Rate

Outer Code Inner code Overall

SECCC Scheme SECCC R = 1
4 Puncturer R2 = 1

2 1/2

Benchmarker Scheme RSC R = 1
4 Puncturer R2 = 1

2 1/2

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a SECCC scheme design con-
stituted by self-concatenated and iteratively decoding based
components, designed for near-capacity channel coding. The
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SECCC invoked puncturers, in order to increase the achievable
bandwidth efficiency. The employment of the SECCC scheme
provided significant improvements in terms of the PSNR ver-
sus Eb/N0 performance, when compared to the benchmarker
scheme employing an equivalent-rate RSC code. Additionally,
the convergence behaviour of the proposed system was anal-

ysed with the aid of EXIT charts. Explicitly, the proposed
design example using an SECCC scheme exhibited an Eb/N0

gain of 6 dB at the PSNR degradation point of 2 dB relative
to the identical-rate benchmarker employing equivalent-rate
channel coding. Our future work will focus on the design
of a SECCC based three-stage system design constituted by
serially concatenated and iteratively decoded short block codes
(SBCs), a unity rate precoder and a multi-dimensional sphere
packing (SP) modulation scheme, operating closer to capacity,
while maintaining a high bandwidth efficiency.
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